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Vaada Raha - I Promise full movie starring Kangana Ranaut, Bobby Deol, Dwij Yadav, Mohnish Behl,
Mohnish Bahl, Atul Agnihotri, Prateeksha Lonkar and Karan Arora is released in 2009 and is directed

by Samir Karnik. It has met with tremendous response from the audience, and has even won some of
the important statuettes. The film is all about a man in a desperate marriage who steals money from
his house to save a woman he loves. It has received good reviews and won the National Film Award.

Vaada Raha - I Promise full movie was released in theaters on 09 Sep 2009. The following are the
other movies starring the above lead cast in the movie Vaada Raha - I Promise, enjoy Vaada Raha - I

Promise full movie online & HD. Vaada Raha - I Promise (2009) casts long time partners of each
other, Kangana Ranaut and Bobby Deol. The two had been paired off in two other films as well.
Vaada Raha - I Promise is a romantic thriller. Set in the backdrop of Mumbai, the director has

attempted to tell a story of a middle-class couple, Navneet (Kangana) and KK (Bobby), who plan to
divorce his wife. However, Navneet is convinced to cancel the divorce but in the process, kidnaps
KK's son. The film also stars Mohnish Behl, Mohnish Bahl, Atul Agnihotri, Prateeksha Lonkar and
Karan Arora. The film has been directed by Samir Karnik, who is known for his directorial style in
Bollywood movies like Aazaam, Aa Ab Laut Chalen and Aur Channa. It stars Kangana Ranaut as

Navneet and Bobby Deol as KK and has a score of 5.8 out of 10. Read my review of this film at my
blog: http://www.bollywoodmovies.in/ 5ec8ef588b
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